
THE SOUTH AFRICAN
PEOPLE WILL WIN
THEIR FREEDOM I

A Statement by tile Central Committee of
tile SOlltll A/rican Communist Party

Although the key to the liberation of South Africa is in reorganiza·
tion and intensification of revolutionary struggle inside the
country. the freedom-loving people of South Africa deeply value
and set great store on supporting solidarity actions, especially
those which can cut off the Verwoerd regime from its economic
and military bases In the imperialist countries.

We are keenly aware of the International implications of our
struggle. South Africa is a crucial area in the world-wide struggle
between the forces of imperialism and the forces of national
liberation and progress. Every victory for the progressive anti·
colonialist movements In Africa and the rest of the world favours
and encourages the movements for resistance and revolution In
South Africa; every setback for the progressive forces hampers
our struggle and strengthens the fascist Verwoerd regime. In
the same way. our own struggles at home are an important con
tribution to the victory of all peoples.

WORLD COUNTER·REVOLUTIONARY OFFENSIVE
We are going through a period of a world-wide. major offensive of
Imperialism. Open military aggression in Vietnam. the Dominican
Republic and the Congo, is accompanied by intenSified economic
and military intervention and penetration by U.S. and other
imperialists and their agents. especially in Africa and other
developi ng areas.

The imperialist powers have reduced the United Nations to its
lowest level of effectiveness and authority since its foundation
twenty years ago. At thiS time when aggression against Vietnam
poses a major threat to world peace, the U.N. has been reduced
to almost total Impotence. This weakening of the U.N. cannot but
dampen hopes that-with the proceedings on South-West Africa
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reachIng theIr climax at the World Court-more effective inter·
natIonal action would be taken against the apartheid regime.

In the r~nks ofthe !lewly-Independent countri~s, some divisions
have been brought about by the Intrigues of the Imperialists.
Some African states are challenging the basis and the Integrity
of the Organization of African Unity and are even supporting the
Tshombe regime. In some other African countries we may also
observe rightward trends resulting from imperialist pressures.
or reactionary internal groups. For example In Kenya. the
assassination of the noted fighter against imperialism, Plo Pinto,
has been followed by several governmental moves against the
rad/cal and progressive elements. Fighters for African unity,
Independence and socialism have also been seriously disturbed
by the-military coup in Algeria resulting in the removal of President
Ben Bella.

This International imperialist offensive calls' for the greatest
unity and solidarity among the forces that stand for peace,
socialism and national freedom-the socialist countrIes, the
countries newly-liberated from colonialism and those stili fighting
for Independence, and the world-wide working class ,!-nd pro
gressive movement. Regrettably such unity Is stili far from
achievement, even in the ranks of the world Communist move
ment, the vanguard of the liberation front.

No doubt, all these negative developments hamper our struggle
and that of all fighters against Imperialism. They lead to difficulties
which must be faced and overcome.

But they do not mean that the Imper:talists can for long succeed
In stemming the African revolution and the world-wide struggle
for national independence, democracy and socialism.

Nor do they mean that the/ast efforu of our national liberation
movements to mobilize worl support for our struggle have been
vain or misdirected. On the contrary, International campaigns
to arouse understanding and condemnation of apartheid. to press
for sanctions and boycotts of all kinds, have been and continue to
be of the greatest Importance and value. These campaigns have
made the fight against apartheid a crucial world Issue. Isolating
and exposing the Imperialists, uniting all progressive forces, and
sustaining the spirit of resistance among our people.

OUR OWN STRENGTH
We must never forget, however. that as we have always said, the
main factor on which we rely for the liberation of South Africa
is not the sympathy and assistance of our well-wishers and
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brothers on the African continent and all over the world: but on
the mass, revolutionary action of the South Africans themselves.

What are the present perspectives of this struggle~

Some, even among the supporters and fighters for South African
freedom have become pessimistic, even defeatist, on this question.
We should consider the basis of such tendencies.

Undoubtedly the liberation movement has suffered some
serious reverses and disappointments. To some extent these
arose out of errors of"l,lnderestlmatlon of the enemy; to some
extent from objective developments in South Africa and abroad.
We have confidence in our people and our cause; It is unthinkable
that white domination can survive for many years In this era of
the African revolution and the world upsurge against colonIalism.
This revolutionary optimism Is historically justified; It is this that
gives the people's forces the will to rally from reverses and go on
fighting until victory. But over~confidence and optimism based
on illusions do not help us; thj can only cause .dlsappointments
which can, In some cases, lea to demoralization and despair.
It Is therefore important at this stage to make a realistic and
sober assessment of the situation, so that we can methodically
rebuild our forces and prepare for the new'round of hard struggles
ahead.

PESSIMISTIC ASSESSMENTS
Those who are pessimistic about the prospects of our struggle
point to:

the 'flourishing' condition ofthe South African economy;
the thoroughgoing security machinery of the regime,

militarization, armaments purchases and manufacture, etc.,
strong fascist tendencies among the white population,

students, workers and others, reflected in more support for
the National Party by Engllsh~speaklng voters, the continuing
·rlghtward swing of the U.P., and other developments,

the apparent failure or slowness ofthe liberation movement
to find ways of demonstrating and counter-attacking, or even
reaching the masses with propaganda, In the prevailingconditions
of fascist repression, loss of leading personnel, and other
difficulties.

These are real factors which cannot be overlooked In a current
assessment of the present South African situation. They are
empbaslzed b.y the government which continuously makes
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propaganda claiming that the structure of the country is stable.
peaceful and prosperous. But such claims are based merely on
temporary features ofl the position in the country. They do not
alter the radical contradictions and imbalances In the structure
of white supremacy; the fundamental Instability and insecurity of a
regime which depends on more and more militaristic and dictatorial
methods to keep power.

FLOURISHING ECONOMYI
Those who speak glibly of 'boom' conditions in the country fail
to see the significance of the contradiction between talk of a
flourishing economy. on the one hand. and of the recurrent
famines which have again swept Transkel and Transvaal areas,
with the efforts of charitable organizations despe"rately trying to
avert mass starvation. on the other.

RestrictIons on the export of capital, influx of foreign
capital, eager to take advantage of the high profit rates
prevailIng In the Republic, and expanded arms production have
indeed led to high employment rates and increased wages for
whites. But this has also led to an acute shortage of white labour
for skilled jobs; attempts by employers in the mines and elsewhere
---even by the state on the S.A.R. and the postal services-to
modify the rigid colour bars to meet this problem are meeting
wIth bitter resistance from white workers determined to preserve
their racial monopoly of highly-paid skilled jobs.

Inflationary tendencies are steadily forcing up prices of con
sumer goods. But non-white workers, especially Africans. with
all industrial action Illegal and their trade unions Virtually forced
undere:round by repression, cannot secure wage-increases in any
way commensurate with the rise in prices.' So the 'wave of
prosperity' in South Africa in fact serves to Increase the g~p

between white and non-white wage~earners, and to Impose fresh
hardships on the Africans.

MORE FASCIST LAWS
Vorster's boast that his police have smashed the liberation move
ments is belled by his demanding, and obtaining. yet further
fascist laws from Parliament, especially the replacing of the
universally-condemned nlnety-day clause with the almost identical
new '18o-day' clause. Instead of calling a polit!cal detainee a person
suspected of having Information. they now Insult him by calling
him a state witness; the object of the detention is to try to force
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him to become exactly that, by torture,-solitary confinement and
every other. means the police have learnt from the 'ninety-day'
detentions.

If the government really believed, as they keep saying, that the
revolutionary movements have all been crushed, that the non
whites now accept apartheid, that peace and security reign in the
country. they would have no need to keep bringing in still more
drastic laws to quell resistance. and allocating further huge
amounts for 'security and defence'. They are fully aware that the
spirit of the people. the spirit of resistance, is by no means
crushed.

FIGHTING BACK
The Rivonla trial. the Fischer trial and many other trials, big and
small, ofthe past year have seen many ofthe finest leaders of the
resistance movement sentenced to long years of brutal imprison
ment. Some even. like Mini, Mkaba. Khayinga. Bongco, Saloojee
and Looksmart Solwandle. were sent to their death. No doubt,
these were heavy losses, causes for grief and anger among the
people. But our leaders have not suffered a political defeat. Apart
from a few miserable traitors. the Beylevelds and the Mtolos.
who sold t~eir comrades to save their own skins. our leaders
conducted themselves with courage and defiance. They have
given the people cause to be proud of them. cause for confidence
in the Congress movement and the Communist Party.

The very conditions of life of the people, the hardships and
degradation ·of the colonialist society, inevitably arouse the
revolutionary determination and resistance of the people. In
spite of the loss of thousands of their most experienced leaders,
in spite of the prevailing fascist terror, recent events show that
the people and the liberation forces have the will and the ability
to fight back. Though they may not have been on the scale of
similar events In past years, the recent Steeldale bus boycott, the
holding of a public 'conference by SACTU, and "the issuing of a
June 26th leaflet by the liberation movement represent truly heroic
efforts in Vorster's present-day police state. It Is significant too
that offiCial figures of political detentions in the Transkei show
a steady rise.

Ther:e is no doubt that in the end. however long it may take
and in 'spite of all the wealth, the armaments and barbarous
repressions of the white minority dictatorship, the will and the
patriotic spirit of the majority will prevaiL
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ALL MEANS OF STRUGGLE
It Is no secret that. as the Rlvonla trial revealed. the liberation
movements abandoned the reliance on exclusively non-Violent
means of struggle which served their role In the past. and were
actively preparing for the armed overthrow of the white supremacy
state.

The correctness and feasibility of thiS general policy- decision
were not and are not dependent on the success or failure of any
particular scheme or operation. Looked at In broad persP,Ktlve
It remains true that the freedom of our country will have to be
wrested in armed struggle: and that preparation for such struggle
Is essential to victory.

It would therefore be an error to harbour illusions that non
violent means of struggle alone will suffice. But It would abo be
an error to reason that because of this. or because the Innumerable
laws and pollee measures of the state have made mass activities of
any kind so difficult and hazardous, we should therefore abandon
all efforu at propaganda and organization. at mobiliZing the masses
of workers. peasants, youth, women and other sections to take
mass action for their Immediate demands. Indeed, It should rather
be said that without constant efforts to arouse the resistance and
patriotic spirit of the people activities ofa purely military character
'NUl become Isolated from the people and bound therefore to fall.
The real advantage of the liberation forces over all the planes.
armoured cars and other superior eqUipment of the enemy. Is
the support of the masses. That Is our decisive weapon. without
which we cannot win.

It follows that the liberation organizations of South Afrla must
find the organizational and politlal resources to rally from the
severe blows they have suffered, draw all the necessary lessons
from past setbacks. and reorganize their forces to become stronger
and more effective than ever before.

NEW ORGANIZATIONAL METHODS
To do this, new organizational methods are reqUired. With the
struggle Itself approaching a new peak of Intensity, with the
lovernment employing all-out Nazi methods to terrorize the
liberation movement, destroy Its personnel physically and
psychologically, Infiltrate Its organization with agents and spies,
It Is clear that new approaches are needed, and that there Is no
room for amateurish security and reliance on personnel who are
sitting targets for surveillance, arrest and torture.
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This does not mean that the organizations which have developed
historically an,d proved the most suitable for conditions In our
country are no longer of value. On the contrary, these organlza
dons whlth have earned the trust and confidence of the people
ar:e all essential now as never before; It Is of the greatest importance
that they should be rebuilt and grow stronger than ever.

South Africa needs the African National Congress and its
J>lrtnen In the tested Congress alliance. the Indian and Colour~d

People's Congresses and the Congress of Democrats. The workers
need the Congress of Trade Unions. the only principled. non·
racial trade union federation. The country needs the Communist
Party. It needs the fighting organization, Umkonto we Slzwe.
It needs the Iiberatlonlst movements of women and of youth.
And present~ay conditions demand that all these militant
organizations of liberatIon should be re--establlshed more firmly
than ever before; that they should renew their vital roots among
the masses; that they should work In the closest harmony and
unity of purpose with one another. "nd In co-operatlon with all
organizations and sections of the people who are slncelW:ly
determined to end the curse of apartheid.

All our liberation organizations have proved that their members
have the qualities necessary for Victory: courage, determination
and readiness for any sacrifice. But to survive and grow stronger
In today's tough conditions they will have to devise new skills.
Personnel should be preserved from useless casualties and
sacrifices. Those who are unable or unWilling to adapt themselves
to the new and taxing demands and conditions should be restricted
to activities in which they cannot endanger others. From the best
elements among the working people of town and country and the
patriotic youth. new people must be recrUited. trained and drawn
into the movement.

WORK TO BE DONE
We must get down to these tasks now, seriously, thoughtfully
and methodically. and fight hard against all tendencies to defeatism
and pessimism In our ranks or among the /people. We must
maintain and build stronger than ever before the unity of the
progreSSive movement In our country. especially the solidarity
of the Congress alliance and the Communist Party. upon which
the future depends. We must do everything in our power to
strengthen and extend the International mo.,-ement for solidarity
with our people In the struggle against apartheid. and for the
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exposure and curbing of those imperialist forces abroad who
profit from and who su~tain white supremacy in southern Africa.

We call on all South African Communists, whether at home or
In exile, to give practical leadership in the fulfilment of these
taks by setting an example of devotion, seriousness of purpose
and confidence in the people's victory.

We call on all upholders of South African freedom
everywhere to redouble their efforts to hasten the over
throw of the Nazi, racist Verwoerd dictatorship.

We warmly greet the oppressed and exploited people of
South Africa striving for freedom in our own country and
in our lifetime. Courage, brothers and sisters: the struggle
is hard, but we, the'people, shall win. The blood and sacri·
flees of our heroes, Mini, Mandela, Sisulu, Goldberg,
Kathrada, Fischer and thousands of others shall not be for
nothing! Africa shall come back!

Down with apartheid!
Amand la N gawethu!
Victory shall be ours!
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